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Teaser: As students reach for their academic and professional goals, good 
writing skills are more essential than ever. Teaching this complex task to English 
language learners can be daunting. Fortunately, Folse, Solomon, and Clabeaux 
have made writing instruction a little more approachable with this updated 
edition of their textbook series.    

 
 
Great Writing 3: From Great Paragraphs to Great Essays, 

by Keith S. Folse, Elena Vestri Solomon, and David 
Clabeaux. Published by National Geographic 
Learning/Cengage Learning, 2015. Paperback list price: 
52.95 

 The Great Writing textbook series targets 
intermediate adult ESOL students whose goals include 
successful academic writing. The stunning photography 
of National Geographic combines with well-chosen, 
focused lessons to make this textbook an attractive 
choice for ESOL writing classrooms.  The authors take 
a balanced, sensible approach with an eye on both 
process and product, breaking down this complex skill 
into attainable pieces and then showing how those 
pieces fit together.   

 In this third book of the series, Units 1-3 provide 
lessons in paragraph construction and good writing 
techniques (i.e. clarity, unity, and cohesion). Clear 
explanation is provided with both guided exercises and 
opportunity for independent writing. Units 4-7 
transition from paragraphs to standard rhetorical 
essays: descriptive, comparison, cause-effect, and 
classification. Each unit features one or two well-
chosen grammatical forms needed for the effective 
completion of the given writing tasks. For example, in 
the unit on Cause-Effect Essays, subordinating phrases 
like “because of,” “as a result,” “so that,” etc. are 
presented. Finally, each of the essay units reviews a 
seven-step writing process, from choosing a topic to 
proofreading the final draft.  

 But where the Great Writing series really shines is 
in the way vocabulary is incorporated seamlessly 
throughout the lessons. Important words are 
highlighted and glossed within the example texts, and 
exercises include academic as well as everyday 
vocabulary. In addition, each unit includes two 
vocabulary activities.  Word Associations requires 
students to connect associated or synonymous words, 
asterisking vocabulary items from Coxhead’s Academic 
Word List. (Coxhead’s list of the 570 most common 
academic words is conveniently included in the Writer’s 
Handbook section after the Units) The second activity, 
Using Collocations, provides excellent exposure to 
common word patterns, helping students notice those 
difficult-to-teach language elements like preposition 
usage and natural-sounding word combinations.   

 Providing answers for the grammar and 
vocabulary activities would be a welcomed 
improvement to this otherwise excellent textbook. 
Students studying independently may find the lack of 
answers frustrating. Whereas independent students may 
be able to find the answers to Word Associations through 
dictionary resources, they will be much more dependent 
upon teachers or native speakers to provide definitive 
answers for Using Collocations. 

 Overall, the clean and compelling layout, 
thoughtfully crafted activities, and commitment to 
academic vocabulary acquisition make this textbook a 
nice contribution to the field of academic ESOL 
writing. 
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